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GET INVOLVED
There are many ways you can participate in Subsea Asia that will further promote your brand. These include:

MEET THE EVENT SPONSORS

• Joining the line-up of sponsors to receive premium exposure
• Displaying your products and services by taking an exhibition stand

•  Hosting a networking function to leave a lasting impression on fellow attendees
•  Securing a dedicated meeting space by booking your company a meeting room

Guy McCulloch
Senior Sales Manager

 +44 (0)20 7779 7277
 guy.mcculloch@capacitymedia.com

Donna Oliver
Sales Manager

 +44 (0)20 7779 8039
 donna.oliver@capacitymedia.com

HOST CARRIER

SILVER SPONSOR

HOST VENDOR
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CONNECTING  
SUBSEA LEADERS, 
INVESTORS AND 
INNOVATORS IN ASIA
Asia is riding a wave of activity in submarine development. Hong Kong SAR 
alone will see six new cable landing on its shores in the near future. There is 
also a raft of other cable developments in APAC, coincided with the emergence 
of new technologies and business models, all of which are facilitating 
increasing diversity of routes and improved latency.

Subsea Asia will offer a dedicated forum to discuss and debate recent market 
activity, while exploring the future of this constantly evolving regional industry. 
The day will start with a keynote panel followed by a series of cable updates, 
case studies and panel discussions. Throughout the afternoon, attendees will 
be able to attend a workshop, before rounding off the day at the Capacity Asia 
Welcome Drinks Reception (to which all delegates are welcome. Please note 
this takes place at a separate venue).

WHAT SHOULD YOU EXPECT 
FROM SUBSEA ASIA 2019?

The only C-level event focused on APAC’s subsea market, bringing you 
key business intelligence through industry reports from leading 
independent analyst and consulting firms

Intimate and focused networking environment uniting the region’s 
leading subsea decision makers to trade, partner and collaborate

Helping you stay on top of the latest cable projects in the region with 
first-hand information on strategic approaches and status updates

Addressing the environmental concerns around deploying cables in 
APAC and presenting the latest technological advances to mitigate 
risks to systems 

An opportunity to hear from and network with investors looking to 
diversify their portfolio in the infrastructure space 

Delivering critical insights into how industry leaders are preparing to 
ride the wave of 5G capacity demand and how others can ensure that 
they are not left behind

Exclusive strategic discussions on the changing business models 
adopted across the industry and the impact of the continuing rise of 
OTTs players in the infrastructure game

Breaking down the latest technological trends through hands-on 
workshops led by industry-leading vendors

100+
ATTENDEES

30+
COMPANIES

20+
SPEAKERS
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CARRIERS PRIVATE CABLE 
OPERATORS

INVESTORS DATA CENTRESENGINEERING 
SERVICE PROVIDERS

CONSULTANCIES / 
LEGAL FIRMS

HARDWARE &  
SOLUTION VENDORS

OTTS/CONTENT 
PROVIDERS

CURRENT ASIA-PACIFIC 
CABLES IN DEVELOPMENT:

WHO WILL YOU MEET?

Bay to Bay Express Cable System: HONG 
KONG SAR, SINGAPORE, MALAYSIA, USA

H2 Cable: HONG KONG SAR, AUSTRALIA

Hong Kong - Americas Cable:  Hong 
Kong SAR, TAIWAN, USA

Southeast Asia - Japan Cable 2: Hong Kong SAR, SINGAPORE, THAILAND, 
CAMBODIA, VIETNAM, TAIWAN, CHINA, SOUTH KOREA, JAPAN

Pacific Light Cable Network: HONG KONG SAR, PHILIPPINES, TAIWAN, USA

Hong Kong - Guam Cable: 
HONG KONG SAR, GUAM

PEACE Cable: PAKISTAN, EGYPT, SEYCHELLES, 
KENYA, SOUTH AFRICA, DJIBOUTI, SOMALIA, FRANCE

Coral Sea Cable System: AUSTRALIA, PAPUA NEW 
GUINEA, SOLOMON ISLANDS

Interchange Cable Network 2: SOLOMON 
ISLANDS, VANUATU

Japan - Guam - Australia Cable System: JAPAN, GUAM, AUSTRALIA

Southeast Asia - United States Cable (and Belau 
Cable): PHILIPPINES, INDONESIA, PALAU, USA

Hawaiki Cable: AUSTRALIA,  
NEW ZEALAND

Okinawa – Kagoshima Cable: JAPAN

NEXT Cable System: FIJI, 
TOKELAU, KIRIBATI

CANI Cable: INDIA, ANDAMAN & NICOBAR ISLANDS
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MONDAY 2 DECEMBER 2019

AGENDA

8:00AM    REGISTRATION & NETWORKING BREAKFAST

8:50AM    WELCOME REMARKS

9:00AM     KEYNOTE PRESENTATION: MAPPING THE EMERGING SUBSEA 
LANDSCAPE IN ASIA

9:15AM     KEYNOTE PANEL DISCUSSION: RIDING THE WAVE OF DEMAND - 
ENHANCING CONNECTIVITY WITHIN AND BEYOND ASIA-PACIFIC 
With digital transformation driving the demand for more data and lower latency 
bandwidth across Asia, the need for greater capacity is ever growing. 5G networks 
are being deployed to meet this demand and subsea cables are an essential link 
in the chain. As many of the incumbent subsea cable systems connect Asia to 
Europe and the Americas, increasingly other cable systems are being built to ensure 
connectivity within Asia, including the thousands of islands dotting the Indian, 
Andaman and Pacific Oceans.
-  As more high capacity systems become ready for service, what will the impact be 

on existing cables on similar routes?
-  How are the changing dynamics of consortiums driving investment in new cables?
- What are the benefits of investing in a private cable system?
-  What are the underserved routes in Asia and why are these attractive to investors?
-  Which technologies have facilitated quicker and cheaper cable builds, especially in 

South-East Asia, where there is minimal existing infrastructure?
-  How will submarine cable building activity facilitate economic cooperation between 

countries in the region?

9:50AM     PRESENTATION: SECURING INVESTMENT FOR INDEPENDENT 
SUBSEA INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS

10:10AM   SUBSEA ASIA 2019 AUDIENCE SURVEY

10:20AM    COFFEE & NETWORKING BREAK

11:00AM     CABLE UPDATES ON THE NEW SYSTEMS COMING INTO OPERATION 
IN THE ASIA-PACIFIC REGION 
Case Study 1: INDIGO

                  Case Study 2: PEACE
                  Case Study 3: CANI
                  Case Study 4: HAWAIKI CABLE
                  Case Study 5: SJC-2

11:50AM      TECHNICAL PRESENTATION: OPTIMISING UNDERSEA EFFICIENCY 
THROUGH SDM & OPEN SYSTEM MODELS
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MONDAY 2 DECEMBER 2019

AGENDA

12:10PM    CONSULTANT ADDRESS: PLUMBING NEW DEPTHS - HOW AND 
WHERE TO IDENTIFY A SUITABLE ROUTE 
This exclusive consultant address will cover important factors for prospective 
investors, cable owners and constructors to consider including the following:
-  Environmental considerations, including earthquakes, congestion in the South China 

Sea, shallow sea beds and the effects of climate change
-  Practical considerations, for example demand for capacity on the route and ease of 

obtaining permits

12:30PM     NETWORKING LUNCH

1:30PM    PANEL DISCUSSION: THE INTERPLAY OF CARRIERS AND OTTS IN 
CONSORTIUMS 
For a few years now, OTTs have been investing in submarine cables in order to 
keep up with their demand for capacity. In many instances, OTTs have their own 
fibre optic pairs within a consortium-owned cable, and are looking to build wholly 
independent cables. The panel discusses how balance has shifted in terms of 
partnerships between OTTs and carriers in the subsea space.
- How are OTTs directing the future of the submarine cable industry?
-  How do you balance the differing priorities of OTTs and telcos within a consortium?
- How are carriers maintaining revenues in a rapidly changing market?
-  How has investing in subsea cable systems allowed content giants to transition into 

the digital age and adopt a cloud-first approach?
-  How might content giants such as Tencent and Alibaba benefit from starting to 

invest, or increasing initial investments in submarine cables?

2:15PM    PANEL DISCUSSION: HANDLING CAPACITY DEMANDS - ARE 
CURRENT SYSTEMS FIT FOR PURPOSE?
Growth in internet bandwidth usage is driving subsea cable demand across Asia. 
There are a few legacy systems which need updating, but in parts of Asia there is no 
existing communications infrastructure, which creates a need for investment in new 
systems and cutting-edge technology to cope with the increased demand, which is 
anticipated to be generated by 5G networks and the Internet of Things. The panel will 
look at:
-  What impact is 5G expected to have on submarine capacity and how are existing & 

planned cables preparing for it? 
-  What new technologies can be utilised to increase bandwidth as efficiently and cost-

effectively as possible as part of 5G network upgrades?
-  What challenges do cable operators foresee in terms of delivering on consumer 

demands and how can vendors anticipate their needs?
-  Are companies looking to diversify their offerings and how are customers driving 

this demand?
-  How are companies managing risks posed to cables from environmental 

challenges? How do projects account for climate change factors?
-  At what point should cable owners plan to upgrade existing systems, or retire and 

rebuild? How is this decision reached?

3:00PM   NETWORKING AND COFFEE BREAK

4:00PM   TECHNOLOGY WORKSHOP                                 Hosted by

5:30PM    CAPACITY ASIA WELCOME RECEPTION       Sponsored by 
(ALL ATTENDEES OF SUBSEA ASIA WELCOME)
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FIRST SPEAKERS ANNOUNCED

Interested in speaking at Subsea Asia 2019?

Remi Galasso
CEO
HAWAIKI SUBMARINE CABLE

Sean Bergin
President
AP TELECOM

Takahisa Ohta
Senior Manager
NEC CORPORATION

Sam Kwok
Network Development Director
TATA COMMUNICATIONS

Robert Schult
Research Director
TELEGEOGRAPHY

Eric Yang Liu
EVP
PACIFIC LIGHT DATA COMMUNICATION

Man Tik Suen
Team Lead, Submarine Cable Planning, 
Network Planning
CHINA MOBILE INTERNATIONAL

Mohamed Nasr
VP, Cable Innovation, Planning and 
Management
PCCW GLOBAL

Jean-François Baget
Senior Manager, Solution Marketing & Product 
Strategy
ALCATEL SUBMARINE NETWORKS

Terence Fong
Partner
ERM

Todd Rahimi
Founder & Director
LAMBDA CONSULTING

Artur Mendes
CCO
ANGOLA CABLES. SA
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THE LARGEST MEETING CONNECTING ASIA-PACIFIC’S 
CARRIER, CONTENT & CLOUD COMMUNITIES

ASIA 2019
3-4 December 2019 | Grand Hyatt Macau, Macau SAR

PLATINUM SPONSORS GOLD SPONSOR

ASSOCIATE SPONSORS

SILVER SPONSORS

SAVE £100 
WHEN YOU BUY A COMBINED 

PASS FOR SUBSEA ASIA & 
CAPACITY ASIA
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Capacity Media has negotiated a specially discounted room rate for delegates requiring overnight accommodation 

atThe Grand Hyatt Macau. Once you have confirmed your registration for the conference, we will provide details of how 

to book your room at the discounted rate. 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THERE IS A LIMITED ROOM BLOCK AT THIS RATE AND ROOMS ARE SUBJECT TO  

AVAILABILITY. REGISTER IN ADVANCE TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT!

Grand Hyatt Macau, Macau SAR
Estrada do Istmo City of Dreams
T: +853 8868 1234
W: https://www.hyatt.com

THE VENUE

VENUE & TRAVEL INFORMATION

Like you, we have been keeping a close watch on the recent 
disruptions taking place in Hong Kong SAR, and have been 
consulting with regional experts about the evolving situation. 
Based on all the recent news and political developments, there 
will be no change to the event and both Capacity Asia 2019 and 
Subsea Asia 2019 will continue as scheduled in Hong Kong 
on the 2 - 4 December 2019. It is expected that the protests 
would be minimal over the next few months, and we will be 
working closely with the Economic Trade Office London and 
the Hong Kong Tourism Board (HKTB) to relay any necessary 
information to ensure your experience and trip would be 
minimally disrupted. 

The following sites are especially helpful when planning your 
trip to Hong Kong SAR: 

gov.hk (Click on “Updates on Latest Situation”) - contact the 
Hong Kong Tourism Board (HKTB) Visitor Service Centres, 
Hotline: +852 2508 1234 and Live Chat (9am - 6pm daily) for 
the latest information and assistance.

CONTINUING AS PLANNED 
CAPACITY ASIA AT THE GRAND HYATT MA-
CAU IN MACAU SAR ON 3 & 4 DECEMBER 

2019

PLUS, SUBSEA ASIA CONFIRMED ON  
2 DECEMBER AT THE GRAND HYATT MACAU

Due to the escalation of civil unrest in Hong Kong SAR we have taken 
the decision to relocate the event to Macau SAR.  

The safety of our attendees is our top priority and after consulting with 
our key partners and stakeholders this move ensures that this well es-
tablished, important annual meeting for the Asian and International 
Carrier community can continue with limited disruption. 

We are pleased to confirm that the dates remain the same
New Venue: Grand Hyatt Macau

All delegate passes remain valid. 

The following websites are especially helpful when planning your trip 
to Macau SAR:

Travel information

https://www.macaotourism.gov.mo/en/travelessential/be-

fore-you-travel/travelling-to-macao

Visa information

http://www.fsm.gov.mo/psp/eng/AfMV.html
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Organised by Media partners Research partner Affiliated charity

Call the registration team on: 
+44 (0)20 7779 8484

Online: www.capacitymedia.com/
events/subsea-asia

Email the registration team at:  
info@capacitymedia.com

3  E A S Y  WA Y S  T O  R E G I S T E R :

DELEGATE PASS PACKAGE SUBSEA ASIA
2 DECEMBER

CAPACITY ASIA &  
SUBSEA ASIA

2 - 4 DECEMBER

1-2 Early Bird Passes – Save £50 ( 
valid until 25 Oct)

£449 per pass 
(Save £50)

£1,199 per pass  
(Save £100)

1-2 Standard Passes £499 per pass £1,299 per pass

3 Pass Bundle – Save 20% £400 per pass £866 per pass

4 Pass Bundle – Save 25% £375 per pass £779 per pass

5 Pass Bundle – Save 30% £350 per pass £714 per pass

SUBSEA
ASIA

CLOUD AND CONTENT PROVIDERS 
ATTEND FOR FREE!

Cloud service providers
This is for cloud organisations that solely offer services which form 
a component of cloud computing – which in the context of Capacity 
Asia, Capacity Media defines as providing IaaS, SaaS, PaaS only. Any 
companies offering additional services such as co-location, cloud 
connect and/or any wholesale carrier & network services do not qualify 
for the cloud & content pass.
 
Content providers
Companies that predominantly offer their own content platform. This is 
defined as a company that hosts, shares, and streams videos; provides 
online gaming, social media and social networking services, and search 
engines. The cloud & content pass is not applicable to companies that 
provide wholesale and carrier network services.
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